
OPERATIONS INTELLIGENCE

Portal
The light, accessible and easy web-based solution 

to create and manage bookings, container 
information, custom reports and E-CMR. 



The world of intermodal freight transport often 
involves a complex transportation chain with many 
different stakeholders. The inability to follow your 
containers can cause a lot of problems to your daily 
operation but also to your strategic position.

BCTN anticipated these problems by developing IT 
products that create value in container tracking and 
automation to reach a sustainable, scalable and 
streamlined operation.

You are not able to instantly see the status of your containers

Does your organization face one of the following problems?

Why the BCTN Portal?

You have no clear insights in your booking process

You spend a lot of time creating manual daily, weekly or monthly reports

You do not have an IT department or large budget to develop system 
integrations

You work with the traditional (paper) CMR, hence a paper-based trail of 
your process

You spend a lot of time administering, storing and retrieving CMRs



Accessible anywhere, anytime, from any device

Create and manage bookings and container information

Retrieve real-time container status

Create and generate custom periodic reports

Ready-announce containers to operate more efficiently

Sign off and store the CMR digitally for 7 years*

*At the BCTN Portal, the most recent months’ E-CMR’s can be retrieved. The E-CMR is stored for 7 years at the Transfollow Portal.

Benefits of the BCTN Portal

How does the BCTN Portal work?

The BCTN Portal has been developed as an easy and accessible 
information hub for your bookings and containers. 

In fact, the BCTN Portal is a website that can be accessed anywhere, 
anytime, offering some handy tools to make your operation more intelligent. 
For instance, you can create new bookings, edit container information and 
generate custom periodic reports. Additionally, by using the container 
ready-announcements tool, you can operate more seamlessly with BCTN. 
Lastly, the E-CMR feature enables you to operate paperless, less fraud-
sensible and more scalable.



Pricing

Basic Plus

Operations Intelligence PLATFORM SOLUTION

Running cost Ask for your digital-quote

Easy web-access

Real-time basic container status

Ready announcements

Custom reporting tool

End-to-end visibility dashboard

E-CMR

1 report / week unlimited

BCTN Portal



Get in touch with our customer service to request your Portal account1

Log in and start working with the tools in the Portal2

How to get started

We listed a couple of simple steps to get started 
with the BCTN Portal. 

For commercial inquiries, 
contact sales@bctn.eu

For technical inquiries, 
contact digital@bctn.eu



Address inquiries related to our IT & 
Innovation products to digital@bctn.eu


